The phenotypic effects of genetic polymorphisms often depend on the genetic and 13 environmental context. Here, we explore how polymorphic loci in large interaction 14 networks contribute to complex trait variation and in particular how genetic effects 15 and network topologies are influenced by environmental perturbations. This was done 16 by reanalysing a dataset of >4,000 haploid yeast segregants grown on 20 different 17 media. In total, 130 epistatic loci were associated with growth in at least one 18 environment. The across-environment interaction network defined by these loci 19 explained 69 -100% of the narrow sense heritability in the individual environments. 20
individual loci, epistatic effects of multi-locus interactions and the total level of 23 genetic variance in growth. The largest variation in genetic effects across 24 environments was found for epistatic loci that were highly connected network hubs in 25 some environments but not in others. In environments where loci were highly 26 connected, the segregating alleles epistatically suppressed or released genetic effects 27 from their interactors. In environments where they were lowly connected, the same 28 alleles made small or no contributions to growth. Hub-loci thus often serve as 29 modulators, influencing the phenotypic effects of environmentally specific sets of 30 interacting effector genes, rather than being effectors themselves. These findings 31 illustrate the importance of the interplay between large genetic interactions networks 32 and the living environment, both for individual phenotypes and population level 33 metrics of genetic variation. The complete across environment growth interaction network included 130 loci that 120
were part of at least one of the 19 epistatic networks detected in the earlier analyses of 121 this population 1 ( Figure 1A , Figure S1 ). Among these 130 loci, 38 (29%) had 122 significant epistatic effects ( Figure 2B ) and 68 (52%) had significant additive effects 123 ( Figure 2C The marginal effects of the loci in the network were thus more stable across 144 environments than the interactions and a limited number of loci were highly 145 interactive across many environments. In the following sections, we will explore the 146 consequences of the extensive environmentally dependent rewiring of the epistatic 147 network on growth. First, we use an example of a sub-network involving loci 148 affecting growth across three environments to illustrate the principles and results, 149 before later generalising them in analyses across larger networks and all 150 environments. 151 152 Associations between environmental perturbations, dynamics in the genotype-to-153 phenotype maps and epistatic network topologies: an example across three 154 environments 155
The association between changes in the interaction network topology, and the 156 changes of additive effects of individual loci, epistatic effects of multi-locus 157 interactions and phenotypes resulting from particular combinations of alleles across 158 environments, was explored for a 28-locus interaction network defined by 159 connecting the epistatic loci detected for growth in 3 environments. These 3 160 environments were media where either Indoleacetic acid (IAA) or Formamide 161 had been added, or where the carbon source was changed from Glucose to 162 Raffinose ( Figure 3A ). Segregant growths were, overall, more similar on the 163 media containing IAA and Formamide than in the medium with Raffinose as 164 carbon source (PCA in Figure 3A ; pairwise correlations Figure S2 ). In total, 6 (4) 165 loci were detected with significant epistatic interactions in 3 (2) environments 166 ( Figure 3B ). Consistent with the observations for the global network ( Figure 2) , 167 the number of loci with significant additive effects was larger, with 9 (4) 168 detected in 3 (2) environments ( Figure 3C ). Out of the 42 total pairwise 169 interactions detected in the 3 environments, overlaps of 1 (9) pairwise 170 interactions were observed for 3 (2) environments. The rewiring of the network 171 associated with changes in the environment thus involved ( Figure 3E -G) i) loci 172 that were epistatic in all environments but with changes in the set of loci they 173 interacted with, ii) loci that were epistatic in one environment and disconnected 174 in the other, but that despite this contributed additively to growth or iii) loci that 175 were epistatic in one environment and disconnected in the other, and that due to 176 this no longer contributed to growth. 177
178
Environmental changes were thus associated with extensive rewiring of the 179 interaction network. To evaluate the connection between the rewiring and the effects of the loci on growth, a sub-network defined by the locus that was most extensively 181 rewired was explored in more detail ( Figure 3E -G). In total, 13 loci in the complete 182 network contributed epistatically to growth in the medium containing IAA. One of 183 these loci interacted with 7 other loci, defining an eight-locus radial growth network. 184
The multi-locus effects of the six strongest loci in this radial network on growth in 185 IAA-containing medium were explored in detail in earlier analyses of this data 1 186 ( Figure 3E ). Here, we found a significant interaction between the 64 multi-locus 187 genotype classes defined by these loci and the three environments (P < 2.2x10 -16 ), 188 suggesting a connection between the wiring of the network and the effects of the loci 189 on growth. The highly connected hub-locus in this network was earlier shown to 190 capacitate the effects on growth from the radial interacting loci 1 ( Figure 3H ). When 191 the segregants were grown on a medium containing Formamide, the connectivity in 192 and was involved in one new epistatic interaction. It had, however, lost the 201 connections to all the interactors contributing to growth on IAA, and two of these no 202 longer contributed to growth. The disconnection of the hub-locus from its original 203 interactors likely explains the loss of phenotypic effect on growth in this medium 204 ( Figure 3J ). The gradual deactivation of the capacitation (epistatic) effect of the hub-205 locus from IAA->Formamide->Raffinose was also consistent with the phenotypic 206 correlations of segregant growths on these media as illustrated in the PCA plot 207 ( Figure 3A ) and the pairwise correlations of growths in the media ( Figure S2 ). 208
Together these results illustrate the association between the rewiring of the epistatic 209 network and changes in growth effects of the loci involved across environments, i.e. 210
how the connectivity of the hub-locus defines its ability to act as a capacitator of other 211 growth loci. 
Extensive network rewiring for loci with variable contributions to growth across 238 environments: effects across all environments 239
To generalize the findings from the three-environment example above, the 240 connectivity and contribution by all networks to growth across all 20 environments 241 were analysed. The results are described in detail in the sections below. 242 243
Rewiring of high-order gene interaction networks in response to environmental 244 changes is common for highly connected loci
In total, 13 loci with more than 4 epistatic interactors were detected in at least one of 246 the 20 environments. The networks defined by these 13 hub loci and their interactors 247 included 70% (91 of 130) of the loci in the complete network ( Figure 2A ; Figure S3 ). 248
The connectivity of these 13 networks was highly dynamic across the 20 249 environments, with hubs being fully connected in some environments but completely 250 disconnected in others ( Figure S4A ; Figure 4A ). Although epistatic network 251 connectivity changed across environments, it was common that some of the 252 interactors (0-83%; median 30%) still had significant additive effects in other 253 environments ( Figure 4B ; Figure 
Variations in marginal additive effects across environments associated with 282 rewiring of epistatic networks 283
Significant additive effects on growth in at least one environment were detected for 284 311 loci in the genome. Although not every locus had significant effects on growth in 285 every environment, these loci did as a group contribute significantly to growth in 286 most environments (Materials and Methods; Table S1 ). The effects were generally 287 stronger in one or a few of the environments ( Figure S5 ). For example, more than half 288 of the loci were unique to one environment and only 9 loci were associated with 289 growth in more than 10 environments. QTL by environment interactions were thus 290 abundant with 98% (307) loci displaying statistically significant QTL by environment 291 interaction after multiple testing corrections ( Figure 5 ; Table S2 ). interactions are indicated with black arrows below the x-axis. Out of the 13 highly 302 connected loci (interacting with more than 4 other loci), 11 had significant additive 303 effects in at least one environment 1 and they are highlighted with red arrows on the 304
top. B) An illustration of the relationship between the maximum number of epistatic 305
interactions (x-axis) and the variance in their estimated additive effects across the 20 306 media. Each blue dot represents a locus with a significant additive effect. The red 307 dashed line is the regression line (P value = 7.1 x 10 -39 ). 308
309
All 11 QTL that were highly connected (> 4 epistatic interactors) in at least one 310 environment displayed large variations in the marginal additive effects across the 311 environments ( Figure 5A ; P-value = 6.1 x 10 -8 ; Wilcoxon rank sum test). As the 312 network wiring of these loci also changed much between environments, we 313 hypothesised that the additive effects in the different environments were associated 314 with changes in the number of G-by-G interactions of the locus. To test this, we 315 estimated the correlation between the variations in the number of epistatic interactors 316 and variance in the additive effects across the 20 environments. This correlation was 317 highly significant ( Figure 5B ; P value = 7.1x10 -39 ; linear regression), suggesting that 318 the variation in additive effects of polymorphisms across the 20 environments was 319 connected to the rewirings in the epistatic network. 320 321
Variation in the non-additive genetic variance contributed by loci across 20 322 environments is correlated with the rewiring of the epistatic network 323
As reported earlier 21 , there were considerable variation in both the phenotypic and 324 genetic variation in growth ( Figure S6A ), as well as broad sense (0.11 < H 2 < 0.88; 325 median 0.64) and narrow sense (0.09 < h 2 < 0.70; median 0.43) heritability between environments ( Figure S6B ). The contributions from the epistatic network rewiring to 327 the differences in the non-additive genetic variances between the environments were 328 evaluated across all traits and loci. A significant positive correlation (P-value = 5.6 x 329 10 -31 ; regression; Figure 6 ) was detected between the differences in the levels of non- order interactions contribute to complex trait variation and prediction 21 and the 352 conditional effects of epistatic interactions on environmental factors 7, 9, 19 . Here, we 353 reanalysed a very large, publically available haploid segregant yeast dataset where 354 one complex trait -colony size -had been measured across many environments. In 355 this way, we could reveal that the gene-interaction networks contributing to growth, 356
and their associated high dimensional genotype to phenotype maps, were highly 357 dynamic across growth environments. Further, we also illustrated the importance of 358 these dynamics for the differences in trait expression of individual segregants, and 359 genetic variance expressed in the population, across the evaluated environments. 360 361
The effects of genotype-by-environment interactions on yeast growth 362
The studied dataset did not allow direct estimation of the contribution by systematic 363 environmental (i.e. growth medium) effects on the phenotypes as the available growth 364 measurements were pre-normalised against growth in a control medium 21 . However, 365 estimates of the contributions by direct genetic (G) and genotype-by-environment (G-366 by-E) effects showed that direct genetic effects only contributed about 1/3 as much to 367 the variance in growth compared to contributions by G-by-E. Consistent with the 368 large contributions from G-by-E, we found large differences in the genetic 369 architecture of growth (defined as associated loci and their genetic effects) across 370 environments. The wiring into interaction networks, as well as marginal additive 371 effects, of many growth loci were highly environmentally specific. Likely as a 372 consequence of this, the phenotype changed across environments with the rewiring of 373 the genetic growth network. The same polymorphisms thus contributed to growth in 374 different ways across the environments, regardless of whether their effects were 375 quantified via marginal additive effects or variance explained by the complete 376 network. In the following sections we discuss these findings in more detail as well as 377 their implications for the mapping, and understanding the evolution of complex traits. 
Environmental specificity of high-order interaction effects facilitates buffering of 404 genetic effects in populations 405
Capacitating epistasis, defined as interactions where major loci in epistatic networks 406 that can hide/release the genetic variance of other interactors, in radial multi-locus 407 networks has earlier been identified as an important mechanism by which 408 polymorphisms in one or a few hub-loci can buffer a significant amount of genetic 409 variation from its interacting loci 1,3 . Here, it was shown that the topology of the 410 interaction networks, as well as the capacitation effects of the hub-loci, generally 411 were environment specific: the capacitors released the large phenotypic effects of its 412 interactors in some environments, whereas they were often disconnected from them in 413 others. Together with previous findings where yeast growth plasticity was found to be 414 regulated by environment-specific multi-QTL interaction 7 , G-by-G-by-E interactions 415 are thus likely to be a buffering mechanism allowing populations to accumulate 416 cryptic genetic variation in a wide range of environments, for later release in response 417 to environmental perturbations facilitating large and rapid responses. 418
Network capacitation influences individual robustness to environmental 420 perturbations 421
Our results suggest that the interplay between network interactions and environmental 422 factors are important also for individual robustness. Individuals with more non-423 capacitation hub alleles perform better, on an average ( Figure S7 
Connections to available knowledge 442
Our reanalyses of experimental data show that G-by-G-by-E interactions were 443 generally important for the variation in growth across environments. This extends and 444 connects earlier results from numerous studies in multiple species illustrating the 445 importance of G-by-G and G-by-E for complex trait variation 1-7 . For example, many 446 yeast genes are known to be nonessential in one genetic background, but essential in 447 another, with the essential genes often being highly connected hubs in interaction 448 networks 19 . Similar mechanisms have been studied also in bacteria where, for 449 example, evaluations of the effects of 18 randomly selected mutations in E.coli in two 450 environments and five genetic backgrounds illustrate that all of them have genetic 451 background dependent effect on phenotypic plasticity 13 . Capacitation is also a well 452 known mechanisms studied in detail in several species, including the heat shock 453 protein HSP90 27,28 in Arabidopsis thaliana and EGFR in Drosophila melanogaster 29 . 454
Studying the connection between G-by-G and G-by-E requires large and powerful 455
populations. Yeast is a model where such data can be generated and using large 456 segregating experimental populations, single trait G-by-G-by-E interactions have been 457 dissected in detail 19 . Our work connects and generalises these earlier findings from 458 multiple species, populations and traits. We show how the network topology, and its 459 underlying interactions, are likely central for the expression of complex phenotypes in 460 individuals, and also how these effects are captured by quantitative genetics models 1 . 461
Further we also illustrate how dynamic genetic effects are in response to 462 environmental perturbations and the likely central role of genetic interactions in 463 general and capacitating epistasis in particular for this. Despite the experimental and 464 analytical challenges, these results highlight the importance of considering not only 465 G-by-G and G-by-E, but also their mutual dependence on one another, when 466 interpreting the results from complex trait genetic studies aiming to understand 467 complex trait variation and evolution. 468
Hypothetical molecular mechanisms underlying the observed effects 470
A number of the mapped hub-QTL harbour candidate genes with known biological 471 functions, including GPA1 30 , HAP1 31-33 , KRE33 34 , MKT1 35 and IRA2 36 ( Figure S3 ). 472
Although they are obvious positional, further work is required to validate the 473 functional candidate genes, in particular if and how they might contribute to the 474 dynamic changes across environments. Not only because earlier work focussed on 475 marginal genetic effects, rather than network effects, but also as the studies were 476 performed in the environments where the effects were most prominent. Some earlier 477 findings, however, allows us to present hypotheses about ways that they might 478 contribute to the effects discovered here. For example, several hub-QTL were also 479 epistatic hubs for expression QTLs 22 where interactions between HAP1 -KRE33 and 480 between HAP1 -MKT1 contributed to variations in the expression levels of many 481 genes 22 . These studies were, however, performed in a single environment and 482 expression QTL are known to often be environmentally dependent 37, 38 . Further studies 483 of transcriptomic and metabolic data across multiple environments would therefore be 484 a possible route to explore whether changes in the topology of the genetic networks 485 around these loci across environments results in associated changes also at 486 transcriptomic and metabolic levels. 487 488
Potential implications for modelling of quantitative traits 489
The studies of this yeast population here, and earlier 1 , illustrate that the most highly 490 connected loci in the interaction networks (the hubs) often serve as modulators. They 491 have little, or no, individual effects but rather influence the phenotype by releasing the 492 effects of environmentally specific sets of interacting effector genes. This is an 493 opposite scenario to that assumed in the recently proposed Omnigenetic model for 494 quantitative traits 39 , where it is postulated that the highly connected loci in the 495 networks are effectors that are modulated by many other genes. One consequence of 496 this is that results from association studies where loci are detected based on their 497 marginal additive effects need to be interpreted with caution. This is because it might 498 be incorrect to assume that such effects suggest that the locus has a direct (effector) 499 influence on the trait or disease, while it in fact could be entirely a composite effect of 500 contributions by multiple other effector loci. Another potential modelling challenge 501 highlighted here is the potentially large influence by epistasis by environment 502
interactions. We find that they might not only influence the variation in quantitative 503 traits by modulating the effects of individual genes, but also in defining which sets of 504 interactors that are under genetic control by capacitor loci. Further theoretical, and 505 empirical, work is needed to explore the potential implications of these findings for 506 modelling of quantitative trait variation from molecular data in, for example, genome-507 wide association studies and studies on the basis for, maintenance of and utilization of 508 genetic variation in short-and long-term adaptations to natural and artificial selection. 509 510
Conclusions 511
In summary, we show that epistatic network rewiring is a common response to 
Estimating the contributions by genotype and genotype-by-environment 533 interactions to the phenotypic variance 534
The phenotypic variance was partitioned into contributions from genotype (G), 535 genotype-by-environment (G-by-E) and residual (environmental; E) effects by fitting 536 model (1) to the data: 537
y !" is the mean growth for the replicates of individual i in environment j (j = 1..n; n is 539 the number of growth conditions); id i is the individual segregant (genotype) coded as 540 a factor and ! ! is a dummy variable representing the growth condition (environment). 541 !" ! *! ! is the interaction (G-by-E) between a particular segregant (genotype) and 542 growth condition (environment). Since the available data was normalised against a 543 control medium, there was (as expected) no significant contrition by E. The relative contributions to the total growth (phenotypic) variance from G and G-by-E were 545 estimated by their respective sum of squares (Sum of Square for id is calculated as 546 (!" ! − !") ! ! 2 and Sum of Square for the interaction id * ! is calculated as
Defining a set of independently associated additive growth loci 550
A set of across-environment growth loci was defined. First, QTLs detected in the 551 earlier environment-separate analyses with peak associations within 20kb and in 552 pairwise r 2 > 0.9 were selected. Second, all the loci selected in step 1 were subjected 553 to a multi-locus polygenic association analysis 40,41 to identify a final set of 554 statistically independent loci (FDR < 0.05) with additive effects on growth in each 555 tested environment 21 . Alternative definitions ranging from physical distance < 20 kb 556 and r 2 > 0.6 to physical distance < 10 kb and r 2 > 0.9 were evaluated and found to 557 result in very similar results in practice (result not shown). 558 559
Across environment evaluation of the additive growth loci 560
Several growth loci in the final set defined above only had significant individual 561 associations in one growth environment. To test if they, as a group, contributed to the 562 polygenic inheritance of growth also in other environments we compared the fit of the 563 following models to the data (models 2 and 3) using a likelihood ratio test. 564
Here, ! is a vector of the average growth of each segregant (genotype) in a particular 567 environment and e is the norsmally distributed residual. The joint contributions by the 568 individually significant/non-significant loci in a specific environment was modelled in ! ! ! ! /! ! ! ! , respectively. X 1 includes a column vector of 1's for the population mean 570 and column vectors with the genotype of each significantly associated SNP in the 571 environment with the two homozygous genotypes coded as 0/2, respectively. ! ! 572 includes column vectors with genotypes of all loci in the set defined above that was 573 not individually significant in the tested environment. ! ! / ! ! are vectors including the 574 estimated additive effects for the two sets of loci. A likelihood ratio test was used to 575 compare the fit of the two models using the lrtest function in R package lmtest 42 . 576 577
Detect individual loci involved in genotype by environment interactions 578
All growth loci defined in the polygenic analysis were evaluated for genotype by 579 environment interactions. This by fitting the following two models to the data: 580
In both models, ! !"# is the growth of replicate k for segregant i in environment j (j = 583 1..20 environments; k = 1..n ij ; n ij is the number of replicates for individual i in 584 environment j); ! ! is the indicator regression variable for the genotype of QTL x 585 coded as 0 and 2 for the homozygous minor and major alleles; b x are the 586 corresponding estimated additive effects; u is the population mean and ! ! is the effect 587 of environment j (j = 1…20) on growth. Model 5 also includes an interaction term 588 E ! a ! B ! between one of the QTL and the environment. Model 5 was fitted for each 589 QTL one at a time to test for its interaction with the 20 growth environments. The 590 significance of each QTL by environment interaction was evaluated using a likelihood 591 ratio test between models 4 and 5. Polygenicity was accounted for by the 592 simultaneous fitting of all mapped loci in the two models. The analyses were 593 performed using custom R scripts 43 . 594 595
Estimating the additive effects of QTL in different growth environments 596
A linear model (model 6) was used to estimate the additive effects of all the additive 597 loci selected in the polygenic analysis in each tested environment. 598
Here, ! is the average growth of the replicates for each segregant (genotype) in each 600 tested condition. e is the normally distributed residual. X includes a column vector of 601 1's for the population mean and additional column vectors with the indicator 602 regression variables for all the SNPs included in the model (coded as 0/2 for the two 603 homozygous genotypes, respectively). β is a column vector with the corresponding 604 additive effects. This model was fitted for each environment independently to obtain 605 estimates of the additive effects for each locus in each environment. 606 607
Construction of an across-environment epistatic interaction network 608
A complete across-environment epistatic growth interaction network was constructed 609 from the environment specific networks reported in Forsberg et al 1 . First, the 610 environment specific networks inferred for each growth environment were extracted 611 from the results of Forsberg et al 1 . Second, we evaluated whether any of the pairwise 612 interactions detected for a specific environment made significant contribution to 613 growth at the remaining environments under a more lenient significant threshold only 614 correcting for the total number of pairwise interactions detected across all 615 environments. This was performed using a likelihood ratio test between models with 616 and without the pairwise interaction for a particular pair of epistatic loci as described 
Evaluation of the G-by-G-by-E interaction for a six-locus interaction network 627
The effects of a six locus interaction network, originally detected and explored for 628 growth in IAA containing growth medium in Forsberg et al 1 , were here evaluated 629 across multiple environments. This analysis was performed to explore the association 630 between the rewiring of the epistatic genetic network and its contribution to growth in 631 the different environments. To quantify the effects of G-by-G-by-E interactions, 632 models 4 and 5 were fitted to the data with a ! (x = n =1) used as the indicator variable 633 for each of the 64-genotype classes defined by the genotypes at the 6 loci. All other 634 parameters, and the likelihood ratio test used to obtain the P-values for comparing the 635 models, were the same as described above. 
Figure S2. Illustration of the phenotype resemblance and change of phenotypic/genetic variance under different growth condition. A).
3-dimentainal PCA plot of the yeast growth measured as the radial of colony on 20 different mediums. These mediums were made by adding small-chemical molelues to mimic different enviroments 11 . B). Pairwise Spearman rank correlation among growth measured on these 20 mediums. Numbers in the cell are 100 times the Spearman correation, and environments were sorted based on their order after hierarchical cluster. Figure S3 . Illustration of the connectivity of the 13 hubs. 13 hubs connected with more than 4 loci in at least 1 environment is highlighted in red, loci epistatically interact with these hubs in at least one environment are labeled in yellow. 
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Releationship between the mean growth rank across 20 enviroments and the number of non-conpacitated alleles.
X-axis is the number of non-compacitated alleles across 13 hubs detected in our study, and y-axis is the mean growth rank obtained by first rank the growth measurements across 20 enviroemtns and then taking the artihma tical mean. 
